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CMS Quantum series of integrated Wireless Charging 
Pads is set to revolutionise the workstation, eliminating 
the clutter of adaptors and cables.

Simply fitted under the desk, the Vibe wireless 
charger delivers convenient cable-free charging to 
all wireless-enabled devices. Ideal for both new and 
existing fitouts, the Vibe pad easily integrates into to 
any application from workstations, general areas, soft 
furnishing and custom joinery.

Features & Benefits

» Through-desk charger designed to install 
beneath surface top without rebating

» 10W Wireless fast-charging output
» Large 80mm charging surface
» Charging range of up to 15mm

Wireless Charging

VIBE

Product Details

QU004-10 Vibe 10w under-desk charger (up to 15mm), 1000mm lead with 3-pin wall adaptor

Colours Available
Black (Under-Desk Unit)
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Product Specifications

Input 19-24V DC @ 1.5A

Max output total 10W

Standby power <0.8W

Charging distance 15mm

Operating temperature 
range

0-40C

Compliance

CISPR32

AS/NZS CISPR32

EN 55032:2015/A11:2020, EN 55035:2017/AC:2019-11, EN IEC 61000-3-2:2019, EN 61000-3-3:2013/A1:2019

Disclaimer: CMS has made every attempt to ensure the accuracy and reliability of the information provided in 
this document are correct. All information contained in this document is to be used for general guidance only. 
CMS reserves the right to change, delete or modify the information without notice. 
© CMS Electracom 2023

Although CMS strives to ensure all our products meet or exceeds wireless charging standards, not all wireless charging 
enabled phones will charge on our wireless charging units due to reasons outside our control. Technology changes, 
phone profiles, adding protective covers, battery optimisation settings & position of phone on the charger all impact its 
ability to charge. 

E.g. For Apple Iphone 12 & 13 phones the large camera lens may impact its wireless charging capability as the product 
is only designed to operate between 15mm distance. *Note: If the phone has a cover, this will also impact its charging 
capability.  

Notes:

 » Our wireless changers are for mobile phones only other accessories including airpods & watches may not be supported.


